with boundary condition lim| x |_>oo |$|(z) = 1. Here, the notation follows [1] . That is, F A is the curvature of A, DA is the exterior covariant derivative on f\T* <g>E and [•,•] is the natural, graded bracket on /\T* <g>E : If w, 77 are, respectively, unvalued p, q forms, then [w, 77] = w A r\ -(-l) pq rj A LJ. The * in (1) is the Hodge star on f\T* from the Euclidean metric on T*. The norm | • | on T* 0 E ;i8 that induced from the Euclidean metric on T* and the Killing metric on su (2) .
Equation (1) is the variational equation of an action functional
One is to consider A as a function on the set C is topologized as follows [2] : Let 0 denote the flat, product connection on E. The topology of C is defined to be the weakest for which the map sending C = (A,$)€Cto The relationship between A and S is described in the following theorems. 
